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An elementary notion of master–slave synchronization that accepts multimodal synchronization is
introduced. We prove rigorously that the attractor of a coupled pair in a regime of multimodal
synchronization is the graph of a multivalued function. Our framework provides the theoretical basis
for some practical tools for detection of multimodal synchrony in experiments. Results are
illustrated with the analysis of experiments with coupled electronic oscillators. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1624651#

The synchronization of oscillations is a very interesting
nonlinear phenomenon observed in a wide range of natu-
ral systems. Synchronization establishes a functional re-
lationship between the states of two coupled systems. For
instance, periodic oscillations may become the same or
lock in a frequency rational ratio. More complex rela-
tions are found in coupled chaotic systems. The synchro-
nized regime known as master–slave synchronization has
been observed to settle down in a diversity of modes. The
functional dependency of the slave system state on the
state of the master system is different for each mode. In
this article we introduce an elementary notion of master–
slave synchronization that has room for multimodal syn-
chronized regimes. We give a rigorous proof that the at-
tractor of a pair of coupled systems in a multimodal
synchronized regime is the graph of a multivalued func-
tion. Our theoretical framework allows us to introduce
quantitative synchronization mode indicators that can be
estimated from experimental data. This is illustrated with
the analysis of experiments with coupled electronic oscil-
lators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most complex systems consist of interacting components
or subsystems. One aspect of the cooperative behavior result-
ing of the interaction is synchronization. Several notions of
synchronization occurring in coupled chaotic systems have
been introduced so far. We shall concentrate on master–slave
synchronization in nonlinear dissipative oscillators having
the skew product structure

ẋ5F~x! and ẏ5Gg~x,y!, ~1!

where xPRn, yPRm and g is a parameter controlling the
strength of the coupling. The autonomous subsystem is
called the master~or drive! system and the second subsystem
is called the slave~or response! one. The system~1! induces
in phase spaceRn3Rm the flow (w t) tPR such that the for-
ward orbit of the initial point (x0 ,y0) is the set
$(x(t),y(t))5w t(x0 ,y0):t>0%.

The phenomenon ofmaster–slave synchronization
~MSS! observed by Pecora and Carroll1 is that for some re-
gion of values of the coupling parameterg, for any two
initial conditions (x0 ,y0) and (x0 ,ŷ0),

lim
t→`

uy~ t !2 ŷ~ t !u50, ~2!

where (x(t),y(t))5w t(x0 ,y0) and (x(t),ŷ(t))5w t(x0 ,ŷ0).
This means that two identical slave systems,y and ŷ, will
always have identical asymptotic behavior when driven by
the same master system,x.2

Synchronization of oscillations occurs in nonidentical
coupled systems3 and it was remarked that for any orbit
(x(t),y(t)), the state of the response subsystem,y(t) is, as-
ymptotically, a function of the statex(t) of the master sub-
system. This situation is defined in Ref. 4 and the termgen-
eralized synchronization~GS! is used therein to denote it.
Thus, generalized synchronization occurs whenevery
5h(x) and the attractor of system~1! is the graph
$(x,h(x)):xPAx% of the synchronization function h, where
the domain ofh is Ax , the attractor of the autonomous mas-
ter subsystem. This idea was mathematically confirmed in
Refs. 5 and 6 where it was proved that GS occurs in system
~1! if and only if it shows MSS.

Parlitz and Kocarev remarked in Ref. 7 that the above
definitions of synchronization fail to hold in a series of ex-
amples. Such an example is the case of entrained periodic
oscillations in a ratioTD :TR51:p.1, whereTD and TR

denote the period of the drive and response orbits, respec-
tively. Several other numerical examples are given in Ref. 7
for which a synchronization function does not exist even
though there is a manifest relation between the master’s and
the slave’s states. They suggest that such a failure is due to
the existence of differentsynchronization basinsin the phase
space of the response subsystem. The assumption would be
that two identical response subsystems being driven by the
same master system will follow, asymptotically, equal orbits
only if their initial conditions were chosen from the same
synchronization basin, otherwise condition~2! fails. Trying
to encompass this larger diversity of synchronization regimes
a weaker notion of master–slave synchronization was pro-
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posed in Ref. 8. The core of the new definition is the exis-
tence of multiple synchronization basins in the phase space
of the response subsystem such that the master–slave syn-
chronization condition as expressed in~2! is satisfied for ini-
tial conditionsy0 and ŷ0 within the same basin of synchro-
nization, only.

A master–slave pair that synchronizes with a frequency
ratio other than one-to-one is studied numerically in Ref. 9.
A regime where the synchronization function becomes mul-
tivalued is observed and the scheme of a proof is given for
the existence of amultivalued synchronization functionunder
the assumption that the phase space of the response sub-
system is severed into different basins of synchronization,
right as defined in Ref. 8.

A more suitable definition of this weaker notion of
master–slave synchronization is given here. Special attention
is paid to the fact that the identification of basins of synchro-
nization depends in an essential way on the state of the mas-
ter subsystem. The severance of the basin of attraction into
multiple basins of synchronization changes as the state of the
master subsystem evolves in time. This important fact is cap-
tured by our basic assumption claiming that the response and
auxiliary subsystems, when driven by the same master sub-
system, will have identical asymptotic behaviors whenever
their initial states, (x0 ,y0) an (x0 ,ŷ0), aresufficiently closed
in phase space. This is the core of our relaxed notion of
‘‘master–slave synchronization.’’ The existence of multiple
basins of synchronization is allowed by our definition but is
not included in it.

The article is organized as follows. Weak master–slave
synchronization~WMSS! is formally defined in Sec. II and
some properties of the dynamical behavior of the basins of
synchronization are proved. WMSS can settle down in a
multimodal regime and then indicators of synchronization
modes are introduced. The indicators can be estimated in
experimental situations and are useful to determine the mul-
tiplicity of modes in the synchronized regime. In Sec. III we
prove rigorously the existence of a multivalued synchroniza-
tion function. The attractor of a master–slave pair is the
union of the graphs of all branches of the synchronization
function. The theoretical framework is illustrated in the fol-
lowing sections with the analysis of experiments with
coupled electronic oscillators.

II. WEAK MASTER–SLAVE SYNCHRONIZATION

We assume the master–slave system~1! has a ball of
dissipationD,Rn3Rm such thatw tD,D for every t>0.
We assume a dissipation ball of the formD5Dx3Dy . The
maximal attractorA is the largest attracting invariant subset
of D, with projectionAxªPxA into Rn and projectionAy

ªPyA. into Rm. The flow restricted toAx is denotedFt

ªw tuAx and x(t)ªFt(x0). For further convenience let us
denoteGt

ªPy+w t andy(t)ªGt(x0 ,y0). In this scenario the
usual definition of master–slave synchronization is that for
any initial point x0PAx the asymptotic behaviors ofy(t)
5Gt(x0 ,y0) and of z(t)5Gt(x0 ,z0) coincide, limt→`uy(t)
2z(t)u50, for arbitrary z0 and y0PDy .

Numerical results in Refs. 7 and 9 show that multiple

synchronized motions of the slave subsystem are possible for
the same driving orbit of the master subsystem, depending
on the setting of initial conditions for the slave subsystem.
The following weaker notion of master–slave synchroniza-
tion has room for this multiplicity of modes in the synchro-
nized regime.

Definition 2.1 (weak master–slave synchronization,
WMSS): Let x0PAx and y0PDy be initial conditions for
system (1) with corresponding orbit(x(t),y(t)). Then sys-
tem (1) is said to synchronize weakly at(x0 ,y0) if there
exists in Dy an open set V{y0 such that for every z0
PV,Dy the orbit w t(x0 ,z0)5(x(t),z(t)) satisfies the
asymptotic condition

lim
t→`

uy~ t !2z~ t !u50. ~3!

In contrast with the definition given in Ref. 8, the key ele-
ment of our definition is the closeness of initial conditions:
we do not assumea priori the existence of synchronization
basins inDy .

An open setV(x0),Dy is called a neighborhood of
WMSS for the driver’s state pointx0PAx if ~3! is satisfied
for any pair of initial conditionsy0 , z0PV(x0), for the re-
sponse and auxiliary subsystems, respectively. Thus, for any
such set we have that limt→` diamGt(x0 ,V(x0))50.

The WMSS hypothesis allows us to separate the dissipa-
tion ball Dy into disjoint open sets as follows. For a given
initial point (x0 ,y1)PAx3Dy let us denoteV1(x0){y1 its
largest neighborhood of WMSS inDy . Assume the comple-
ment setDy\V1(x0) is not empty. Then, letV2(x0) be the
largest neighborhood of WMSS for a point (x0 ,y2) with y2

in Dy\V1(x0). Similarly, a neighborhood of WMSS
V3(x0) is identified for a point (x0 ,y3) with y3

PDy\(V1(x0)øV2(x0)), and so on up to someVp(x0), p
>1. The following remarks are in order.

~a! We assume that the numberp of neighborhoods of
WMSS is the same for any choice of pointx0PAx .
This assumption is justified, for instance, in the case
that x0 is a transitive point ofFt and noticing thatp is
the same for eachx(t). Thus, for eachx0 the WMSS
hypothesis allows us to severeDy into the finite collec-
tion $Vi(x0)% of open subsets referred to as thesyn-
chronization basinsfor the master’s state pointx0

PAx . The integer numberp, independent ofx0 , is the
multiplicity of modes in the master–slave synchronized
regime. The simplest synchronization regime has mul-
tiplicity p51.

~b! We assume thatAy,ø iVi(x0) and that y(t)
5Gt(x0 ,y0) goes through eachVi(x0) infinitely many
times for everyx0PAx and y0PDy , i.e., there are
strictly increasing positive sequencestk

( i ) such that

Gtk
( i )

(x0 ,y0)PVi(x0) for each i 51,...,p and eachk
.0.

The synchronization basins are not static objects. For
each initial statex0PAx the time evolution of the synchro-
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nization basinVi(x0) is denotedVt(x0 ,i )ªGt(x0 ,Vi(x0)).
Relevant properties of the evolution of the synchronization
basins are the following.

Lemma 2.1: Assume system (1) is in a WMSS regime
with multiplicity p. Then, for each x0PAx and each i
51,...,p, there exists infinitely many different positive times
tk for which the following statements about the synchroniza-
tion basins are true:

~a! Vtk(x0 ,i ),Vi(x0).
~b! Vtk(x0 ,i )ùVtk(x0 , j )5B unless j5 i .
~c! limk→` diamVtk(x0 ,i )50.

Proof: ~a! By assumption there are timestk such that
Gtk(x0 ,y0)PVi(x0) and thenVtk(x0 ,i )ùVi(x0)ÞB. Since
Vtk(x0 ,i ) is a neighborhood of WMSS, then
Vtk(x0 ,i ),Vi(x0), sinceVi(x0) is the largest neighborhood
of WMSS. Statement~b! is a direct result of~a!, because the
Vi(x0) sets are disjoint. And~c! is a consequence of~3!. h

The multiplicity of modes:For a given master–slave pair
~1! in a WMSS regime we do not knowa priori the multi-
plicity p of modes. The character of the synchronized regime
and its corresponding multiplicity depend on the strength of
the coupling, parametrized byg. Next we introduceindica-
tors of synchronization modesthat can be estimated experi-
mentally, providing us a tool to get lower estimates forp.

Assume system~1! is in a WMSS regime with multiplic-
ity p. Then, for a given initial conditionx0 of the master
subsystem, the distanceuyi(t)2yj (t)u has different
asymptotic behaviors, depending on the initial conditions
y0

i PVi(x0) and y0
j PVj (x0) of the slave and auxiliary sub-

systems. Thus, as indicators of synchronization modes let us
introduce

dg
i j
ª inf

x0PAx

inf
y0 ,z0

$ lim sup
t→`

uy~ t !2z~ t !u:y0PVi~x0!,z0

PVj~x0!%, ~4!

which are functions of the coupling parameterg. The infima
in ~4! are taken over all corresponding initial conditions. In a
WMSS regime with multiplicityp there arep2 choices for
the pair of indices (i , j ) in ~4!. However, under the assump-
tion that orbits go cyclically through each of thep synchro-
nization basins, the total number of independent indicators
dg

i j is only p. For instance, we have thatdg
ii 50, the same for

eachi 51,...,p. WheneveriÞ j we have thatdg
i j .0. Indeed,

the situation where limt→` diam(Vi
t(x0)øVj

t (x0))50 for i
Þ j is excluded by definition of WMSS. Thus,the number of
independent indicators dg

i j is the multiplicity of the synchro-
nized regime.

Notice that it is unfeasible in experimental situations to
scan over all possible initial conditions for the master (x),
the slave (y), and the auxiliary (z) subsystems as to find the
infimum in ~4!. Furthermore, synchronization basins are not
known a priori for each pointx0PAx . In a practical situa-
tion the number of different indicators~4! is estimated by
using sets of points sampling the phase spaces of the slave
and auxiliary subsystems as initial conditionsy0 and z0 to
produce experimentally time series foruy(t)2z(t)u, for T1

<t<T2 with T1 and T2 sufficiently large. This is done for

each pointx0 in a set of points that samples the master’s
phase space. For each of the time series so produced, the
quantity maxt>Tuy(t)2z(t)u is an estimation of one of thedg

i j

in ~4!. The total number of different values so obtained is a
lower estimate of the multiplicityp. Remark thatin a syn-
chronized regime one of the indicators, i.e., dg

ii , is necessar-
ily zero.

III. MULTIVALUED SYNCHRONIZATION FUNCTION

Under the assumption of WMSS with multiplicityp
.1 two initial conditions (x0 ,y0) and (x0 ,ŷ0) may lead to
quite different asymptotic behaviors ofy(t) and ŷ(t). The
usual synchronization function does not exist in this case.
Instead, the following result proves that WMSS implies the
existence of amultivalued synchronization function h:Ax

→Ay with p different branches,hi .
Theorem 3.1~synchronization function!: Assume system

(1) is in a WMSS regime with multiplicity p>1. Then, there
exist functions hi :Ax→Rm, 1< i<p, such that A
5ø i graph(hi).

Proof: For point x0PAx consider the neighborhood
Vi(x0) of WMSS. Let x(2t)PAx , such that Ftx(2t)
5x0 , for arbitrarily larget.0. By Lemma 2.1, for everyT
.0 there is a timet.T and a neighborhoodV(x(2t)) of
WMSS such thatGt(x(2t),V(x(2t)),Vi(x0). Then, the
limit set

hi~x0!ª lim
T→`

Gt~x~2t !!,V~x~2t !!

is in Vi(x0) and consists of a single point. This is true for
eachx0PAx and eachi . Then, let

Aªø
i
$~x,hi~x!!:xPAx%. ~5!

By constructionA5ø i graph(hi),D is an attractor and
eachhi is univalued.

We conclude by proving thatA5ø i graph(hi) is invari-
ant. For arbitraryt>0, considerx(2t)PAx and let x0

5Ft(x(2t)). Let i 51,...,p, be such that a neighborhood
V(x(2t)) of WMSS goes insideVi(x0),

Gt~x~2t !,V~x~2t !!!,Vi~x0!. ~6!

The point (x0 ,hi(x0)) is in the attractor,A. There is only one
value of j 51,...,p, such thatV(x(2t)),Vj (x0). We show
next that there exists a unique point (x(2t),hj (x(2t))) in
the attractor ~5! such that w t(x(2t),hj (x(2t)))
5(x0 ,hi(x0)).

Let tk8.t be an increasing sequence for which there
exist neighborhoodsV(x(2tk8)) of WMSS such that

Gtk82t(x(2tk8)), V(x(2tk8)),Vj (x0). Thus, by ~6! and
Lemma 2.1, for eachk we have that

hi~x0!PGt~w tk82t~x~2tk8!,V~x~2tk8!!!!.

Letting k→`, we have by definition that

hj~x~2t !!5 lim
k→`

Gtk82t~x~2tk8!,V~x~2tk8!!!.

Thus,hi(x0)5Gt(x(2t)),hj (x(2t)). h
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IV. EXPERIMENTS ON MULTIMODAL
SYNCHRONIZATION

We consider a pair of nonlinear electronic oscillators
coupled in the master–slave configuration shown in Fig. 1.
The master oscillator is modeled by the system of differential
equations

ẋ15x2 ,

ẋ252x12dMx21x3 , ~7!

ẋ35gM~aM f ~x1!2x3!2sMx2 ,

and the slave oscillator by

n ẏ15y2 ,

n ẏ252y12dSy21y3 , ~8!

n ẏ35gS~aSf ~y1!2y31gx1!2sSy2 ,

where, for i 5M or S, d i5r iACi /Li , g i5ALC/RiCi8 , s i

5Ci /Ci8 , and n5ACSLS /CMLM. The time unit is t
51/ALMCM. Variablesx1 ~correspondinglyy1) andx3 (y3)
are proportional to the voltages across capacitorsCM (CS)
and CM8 (CS8), respectively, and variablex2 (y2) is propor-
tional to the current through inductanceLM (LS). The trans-
fer function of the nonlinear converters isa i f (x1) with a i

P@0,1#. Details about the nonlinear conversion functionf
can be found in Ref. 10.

Component values used in the present study were fixed
to RM51139V, LM526.1 mH, r M570V, CM8 5200 nF,
CM599.8 nF, RS51095V, LS556 mH, r S5139.6V, CS8
5324 nF, andCS5218 nF, as to have the oscillators in a
Rössler-type attractor with a frequency ratio of 2:1 when
they are uncoupled (g50). The attractors of the uncoupled
subsystems are shown in Fig. 2. Rotation frequencies around
the attractor of the master and slave oscillators were deter-
mined experimentally to be f M53978 Hz and f S

51981 Hz, respectively.
Analysis of synchronization modes will be done with the

help of the Poincare´ sectionx250 in the master oscillator,
detecting the moments of time when the master trajectory
crosses it with positive derivativeẋ2.0. This will help us to
determine the bifurcation point between the single-valued
and the bivalued modes of the synchronized regime~see Sec.

IV B below!. The intersection of the master trajectories with
the Poincare´ section is shown as bold dots in Fig. 2~a!.

A. Synchronization regimes

When the coupling parameterg is sufficiently large, the
oscillators go into synchronized oscillations with frequency
ratio 2:1. This regime was earlier observed in experiments
Ref. 10 and was analyzed in detail in Ref. 9 on the basis of a
numerical simulation. In the present electronic implementa-
tion we have identified a unimodal (p51) synchronized re-
gime and a bimodal (p52) regime. The dependency in the
coupling parameterg of the synchronized regimes and their
multiplicities is revealed by the indicator of modes~4! esti-
mated from data~collected after transients had died out! by
computing the maximal distancedg5maxt$uy(t)2ŷ(t)u% be-
tween the response and auxiliary oscillators. Our estimate of
the indicators of modes versusg is presented in Fig. 3.

As coupling is strengthened up from zero, synchronized
regimes appear aboveg51.48. The transition is made appar-
ent in Fig. 3 by the plummeting ofdg around this value. At
coupling strengths below the transition point, 0,g,1.48,
the indicatordg failed to vanish for all our choices of initial
conditions for the slave and auxiliary oscillators, reflecting

Slave subsystem

C’
M CM

rM

LM

RM

αM

Master subsystem

C’
S CS

LS

αS+g

RS rS

FIG. 1. Schematics of two nonlinear oscillators coupled in a master–slave
configuration. Strength of coupling is handled by the gain factorg of an
amp. The slashed amps are nonlinear voltage converters. See Ref. 10 for
details.

FIG. 2. Chaotic attractors of~a! the master and~b! the slave oscillators with
parameter valuesaM50.38 andaS50.42, respectively. Bold dots are the
intersection of the master trajectories with the Poincare´ section defined by
conditionsx250 andẋ2.0.

1.5   2.5
0  

1.8

g

d
g

FIG. 3. Indicator of synchronization modes estimated from data. Black dots
correspond todg

ii and open circles todg
i j , iÞ j @see definition~4!#. Multi-

plicity is p52 for WMSS regimes at coupling parameter values between
1.48 and 1.92.
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the fact that the couplingg is too weak in order to put the
oscillators in a synchronized regime.

The first synchronized regime we have identified,g
.1.48, settles down in one of two different modes. At these
moderate values ofg, between 1.48 and 1.92, all synchro-
nized regimes have multiplicityp52. Indeed, we tried a
large number of initial conditions of the auxiliary oscillator
differing with respect to the initial conditions of the slave
oscillator and, from all the cases, we extracted only two dif-
ferent values of the indicatordg out of data. One set of
values is consistent with a zero value and are shown as black
dots in Fig. 3. The positive values ofdg are shown as open
circles. These are the only two values we obtained in the
range 1.48,g,1.92. The bimodal character of this regime
is confirmed by the projections of the chaotic attractor shown
in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. Remark in Fig. 4~b! that, due to period
doubling that occurs in the slave oscillator~the master oscil-
lator is autonomous!, the synchronization function is one-to-
two. The synchronized response oscillation settles down with
one of two different phases, depending on the initial condi-
tions.

The second type of synchronized regimes occurs at val-
ues of the couplingg above 1.92, here all regimes have
multiplicity p51. We obtain from data, for all the initial
conditions we have tried, just one value,dg50. Above g
'1.92 the coupling is sufficiently strong as to make the slave
oscillator break its period-doubling behavior~compare Figs.
4 and 5! and make it follow the master oscillator with a
frequency ratio 2:1. The transition between the bivalued
mode and the single-valued mode appears in Fig. 3 as the
vanishing of the nonzero indicatordg for g.1.92.

B. Estimating the bifurcation point

The period-doubling bifurcation is analyzed with the
help of the Poincare´ sectionx250 in the master oscillator
and measuring the voltagey1(tn) in the slave oscillator at the
moments of timetn when the master trajectory crosses the
Poincare´ section with positive derivativeẋ2.0.

In the bivalued mode the graph of pointsy1(tn) versus
coupling parameterg shows four branches while in the
single-valued mode it shows two branches~see Figs. 4 and

5!. Data shown in Fig. 6 make apparent the bifurcation point.
To get a numerical estimate of the bifurcation point we com-
puted

s2~g!5
1

N (
i 5n

N

~y1~ tn!2y1!2 ~9!

as a function of the coupling parameterg. In ~9! y1 is the
center of mass of the set$y1(tn):n51,...,N% for eachg. The
result is plotted in Fig. 6 and the bifurcation point is esti-
mated to be the pointg'1.92, wheres(g) has the steepest
descent.

V. SYNCHRONIZATION FUNCTION

The use of a Poincare´ section allows us to simplify the
analysis of the synchronization function by studying the dy-
namics of the maps induced on it by the flow. The domain of
the p-valued synchronization functionh of Theorem 3.1 is
the attractorAx in master’s phase space. Data for the inter-
sectionP of Ax with the Poincare´ section is well approxi-
mated by a one-dimensional locus~see below!, definingx3 as
a function ofx1 : x35x3(x1) with x1 in the projectionPx1

P.
We will discuss how dynamics in the Poincare´ section is well
modeled by a pair of surjective logistic maps and then ana-

0 2

0

2

x
1

y 1

0 2
−4

4

y
1

y 2

(a) (b) 

FIG. 4. The bimodal synchronized regime forg51.67. ~a! Projection of the
attractor onto the plane (y1 ,y2) and ~b! projection onto the plane (x1 ,y1).
The bold dots show the points on the attractor corresponding to the moments
when the trajectories of the master oscillator cross the Poincare´ sectionx2

50 with a positive derivative,ẋ2.0.

0 2
−4

4 

y
1

y 2

0 2

0

2

x
1

y 1

(a) (b) 

FIG. 5. The unimodal synchronized regime forg52.15. ~a! Projection of
the attractor onto the plane (y1 ,y2) and~b! onto the plane (x1 ,y1). The bold
dots show the points on the attractor corresponding to the moments when
the trajectories of the master oscillator cross the Poincare´ sectionx250 with
a positive derivative,ẋ2.0.
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FIG. 6. Bifurcation diagramy1(tn) versusg. The transition between the
unimodal and the bimodal regimes is estimated to occur atg'1.92.
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lyze data to estimatey1(x1)ªPy1
h(x1 ,x250,x3(x1)), the

y1 component of the synchronization functionh restricted to
Px1

P.
Denote bytn , n50,1,..., the moments of time when the

trajectory of the master oscillator intersects the Poincare´ sec-
tion x250 with positive derivativeẋ2.0. For a trajectory of
the master oscillator, the points of intersection (x1(n),
x3(n))PP are shown as bold dots in Fig. 2~a!. In the x1

2x3 plane the geometric place occupied by all data points
@not shown in Fig. 2~a!# is very well approximated by a
curve specified by a functionx3(x1). Thus, we consider dy-
namics of the master oscillator on the Poincare´ section as
being one-dimensional and we will describe it by the state
variablex1 .

The trajectory of the master oscillator in phase space
establishes a functional dependency of the point (x1(n
11),x3(x1(n11))) of first return to the Poincare´ section at
time tn11 on the point of departure (x1(n),x3(x1(n))) at
time tn . The first return map for the state variablex1 ,
F(x1(n))ªx1(n11), corresponding to data of the attractor
in Fig. 2~a!, is shown in Fig. 7~a!. Observe in Fig. 7~a! that
the domain of the mapF is the disjoint unionP0øP1 of the
intervals P0'@20.04,0.14# and P1'@0.17,0.53#. The map
F has the following property,

F~P0!5P1 and F~P1!5P0 . ~10!

Thus a trajectory of the master oscillator that gets off of the

Poincare´ section at a point in the intervalPi will land in its
second return at a point within the same interval, i.e.,
F2(Pi)5Pi , i 51,2. Then, to describe the dynamics induced
by the master oscillator on the Poincare´ section it is enough
to consider the restrictionsf iªF2uPi of the second return
map with eitheri 50 or i 51, since their dynamics are un-
coupled. Data points for the second return mapF2(x1(n))
5x1(n12) are shown in Fig. 7~b!. It is well approximated
by the surjective logistic maps

f 0~x!54a0

x2b0

a0
S 12

x2b0

a0
D1b0 , for xPP0 ~11!

and

f 1~x!5a11b124a1

x2b1

a1
S 12

x2b1

a1
D , for xPP1

~12!

with parametersa050.18, b0520.04, a150.36, andb1

520.17.
Dynamics induced by the master oscillator on the Poin-

carésection is modeled by the logistic mapsx185 f 0(x1) for
x1PP0 andx185 f 1(x1) for x1PP1 . The analysis of synchro-
nization of the master–slave pair of oscillators in~1! is sim-
plified to maps with a skew product structure of the form

x1~n11!5 f i~x1~n!!, i 50,1,

y~n11!5Gg~x1~n!,y~n!!.

Multimodal synchronization implies that for any orbit
(x1(n),y(n)) ~after transients have died out! the coordinate
y(n) is a multivalued function ofx1(n). In the present case
the relation is given byy5h(x1 ,x250,x3(x1)), with h the
synchronization function of Theorem 3.1. Figures 8 and 9
show our estimates extracted from data fory1(x1)
ªPy1

h(x1 ,x250,x3(x1)), the y1 component of the syn-
chronization functionh restricted toP0 andP1 , respectively.
Although the graphs (i 50 and 1! of the synchronization
functiony1(x1) are not necessarily smooth, a splitting of the
one branch in the unimodal regime~coupling parameterg
52.15) into two branches in the bimodal regime~coupling
parameterg51.67) is evident in Figs. 8 and 9.
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FIG. 7. Maps induced by~a! the first and~b! the second return of the master
oscillator trajectories to the Poincare´ sectionx250. In ~b!, the surjective
logistic maps~11! and ~12! are compared to data.
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FIG. 8. y1 component of the synchronization functionh(x1 ,x250,x3(x1))
for ~a! unimodal and~b! bimodal synchronized regimes. Values ofx1 are in
P0 , corresponding to the master mapx185 f 0(x1).
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